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Q1 – Jo Sergeant, Save the Giant Goram & CAMRA Bristol Pubs Group
Question 1: Since the adoption of the current local plan in 2014, for how many and which pubs has a
change of use been granted and, of those, which applications were granted wholly or partly on the
basis of the applicants claims of non-viability, and, of those, which were informed by an independent
scrutiny of the applicants’ viability reports, in line with DM6?
AND
Question 2: Since 2014, for how many pubs (and which ones) has a change of use been granted on
the basis of sufficient suitable alternative provision within reasonable walking distance, and what
distance has this been deemed to be?

Officers do not maintain an annual monitoring record of all public house change of use applications;
however, we have looked through applications determined since July 2014 to try to extract a figure.
This has been part of informing the consideration of DM6: Public Houses Practice Note under the
local plan review.
At least 21 pubs have been subject to Change of Use applications between 01/07/2014 and
28/06/2022. The policy criteria are also ‘either or’, and as such, applicants typically only address one
of the two criteria; however, in some instances applicants provided information regarding both
tests.
Of these, only two have relied solely on demonstrating unviability to meet the requirements of
policy DM6. None of the applications have involved independent validation of any viability
assessments provided. This is not a requirement of the policy, but part of the explanation text.
With respect to the second criterion, a range of walking distances by to 1300m have been
considered depending on the circumstances of the proposal. These are generally between around
800 and 1300 metres and relate to a 10-15 walking distance.
A breakdown of these applications is below. Boxes highlighted in green indicate the criterion most
relied upon to demonstrate policy compliance, either by the applicant or the reporting officer.
Public
House

Reference

Decision
date

Viability
criterion

Fulford
House –
BS13 0AD

21/02835/F

04/02/2022 Viability
assessment
provided.

The Victoria
– BS7 8TX

21/04795/F

22/12/2021 No viability
assessment
provided.

The
Windmill –
BS3 4LU

20/02864/F

02/12/2021 Viability
assessment
provided.

Diversity of
alternative
provision
criterion
Not met inadequate
provision
in the area.
Diverse
range of
alternative.
provision
exists.
Diverse
range of
alternative

Notes

Walking
distance
considered
1200m

800m

REFUSED Allowed on
appeal.

800m

provision
exists.
Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.

Three
Blackbirds –
BS5 0NP

21/01138/F

28/07/2021 Viability
assessment
provided.

Adam & Eve
– BS8 4ND

20/05005/F

Lord Nelson
– BS5 9TG

20/02341/F

02/03/2021 No viability
assessment
provided,
but deemed
unviable
due to lack
of interest
over
multiple
years.
14/12/2020 Viability
assessment
received.

The Golden
Bottle – BS7
9YF

19/04346/P 24/04/2020 Viability
assessment
provided.

Giant
Goram –
BS11 0JT

19/05311/F

19/02/2020 No viability
assessment
provided.

Not met inadequate
provision
in the area.

The
Blackboy
Inn – BS8
2RY

19/04744/f

13/02/2020 No viability
assessment
provided.

Diverse
range of
alternative

Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.

Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.
Not met inadequate
provision
in the area.

Since been
subject to
additional
app
(21/04611/P)
however,
principle of
loss being
acceptable
established
here.

1000m

800m

800m

Previously
refused
(17/06337/P)
in part due
to the
applicant
failing to
meet either
criteria of
DM6.
Granted
under this
app.
REFUSED –
appeal
dismissed.
Now subject
to another
application.
Some
reference to
viability
made in

800m

1200m

800m

provision
exists.

The Three
Crowns –
BS5 8AS

19/02370/F

The Duke of
Sussex –
BS2 9QN

18/04192/F

The
Pineapple –
BS1 5UU

18/01818/F

Cattle
Market
Tavern –
BS1 6QW

17/06319/F

The White
Hart Hotel –
BS5 9BJ

16/03189/F

The Russel
Arms –
BS59PW

17/04319/F

05/11/2019 Viability
assessment
not
received,
but
reference
to long
term
vacancy.
23/10/2018 No viability
assessment
provided.
10/4/2019
(original
app, there
has been a
follow-up
more
recently).
26/01/2018

No viability
assessment
provided.

No viability
assessment,
but the
public
house has
been
derelict for
many years
and so this
was
deemed
sufficient
evidence of
unviability.
07/02/2017 Viability
assessment
provided.
24/01/2018 Viability
assessment
provided
(no details
of actual
operating

Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.

officer
report, but
diverse range
relied on for
CoU.

1200m (15minute
walking
distance
used)

Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.
Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.

800m

Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.

None
provided. –
Pub’s
central
location
referred to.

Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.
Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.

1 mile
(1600m)

450m

800 –
1200m

accounts
included).
15/08/2017 Viability
assessment
accepted.

Red Lion –
BS8 2UE

17/00926/F

Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.

Prince of
Wales - BS6
5PA

17/00073/F

01/06/2017 No viability
assessment
provided.

The Imp
Alpha – BS3
1DH

16/03638/F

03/11/2016 No viability
assessment
provided.

Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.

The Worlds
End – BS5
7LH

16/01037/F

06/05/2016 No viability
assessment
provided.

The
Chequers –
BS15 1JA

16/00086/F

01/07/2016 Viability
assessment
provided.

Air Balloon
Tavern –
BS5 8LB

14/03076/F

14/11/2014 Viability
assessment
provided.

The
Beaufort –
BS6 5QB

14/02534/F

29/01/2015 No viability
assessment
provided.

Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.
Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.
Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.
Diverse
range of
alternative
provision
exists.

Change of
use to café
within
designated
local centre.

160m (0.1
mile used to
demonstrate
closest
alternative
provision
rather than
reasonable
walking)

10-minute
walking
distance
used –
approx.
800m.
800-1000m

1000 –
1300m

1000 –
1300m

800m

STATEMENT NUMBER S1
Statement regarding change of use applications for public houses
DCB 29 June 2022
I wish to reiterate my concerns about the lack of scrutiny of claims of non-viability made by
developers about pubs that they wish to demolish and/or turn into residential use. Their arguments
seem to rest on a perceived right to receive an income without working for it (who said running a
pub was easy?) or to receive a selling price based on having already received planning permission to
develop housing on the site. Surely this is circular logic and should not be the basis to grant a change
of use application. These claims take no account of alternative business models (see below).
Another concern to me and other pub campaign groups is the ‘Planning by Stealth’ strategy adopted
by some developers, which seems to be quite successful with pub sites. If you cannot get your
residential application approved, try applying for something different like a cafe or meditation
centre, with the assumption that such an endeavour will fail, and the resistance to a subsequent
residential application will be less.
Then there is the issue of Non-Determination. This seems to be happening more frequently. Staff
shortages, due to budget cuts, may well be an issue but, if a decision isn’t being made on an
application, the danger is that the applicant’s costs at appeal could end up being awarded against
Bristol City Council. It also has a detrimental effect on the community in which the site is located. We
all know that empty buildings attract antisocial behaviour, which of course, may suit owners, who
would like nothing more than an excuse to demolish a structure in the way of their development
plans.
When considering an application for change of use, I would request that officers and committees
note the increasing numbers of pubs that are being run as community pubs. They then become
community hubs, retaining their bar but offering other ways to socialise throughout the day. The
importance of a place for people of all cultures to meet, whether it be morning, afternoon or
evening, cannot be overstated.
Regardless of their location, pubs are an important feature on the UK landscape. They represent
100s of years of British culture, yet, when given the opportunity, they can be flexible and meet the
needs of all communities.
Jo Sergeant
On behalf of Save the Giant Goram Campaign Group and CAMRA Bristol Pubs Group

STATEMENT NUMBER A1
PUBLIC FORUM STATEMENT
Dear Councillors,
I wish to strongly object to the 26 premisses proposed on the former Greville site –
The whole proposal does not consider the existing residence that adjoins the site, all homes will go
from private gardens to being overlooked around ¾ of the site.
Bungalow on the entire site would be more appropriate.
In your report to say ‘impact and depreciation of neighbouring house prices but this is not a
material consideration’ is quite frankly appalling & insulting ! We have worked all our lives to pay for
our family home.
The strain on local Doctors and Schools will be seriously impacted by the additional families in the 26
premises.
Please do not allow a peaceful area to become yet another overcrowded area.
Kind Regards,
Maria Olpin

STATEMENT NUMBER A2
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
Dear Sir/Madam,
Please find below my family's response to the recent “recommendation to approve” document for
the proposed redevelopment of the former site of the Greville Elderly Persons Home on Lacey Road.
For further objections and details you can also see previous responses (on the planning portal) from
myself and my wife who currently live in 16 Pynne Close and are the beneficial owners of 17 Pynne
Close.
Looking through the document there are many errors and omissions.
We know that until last year BCCs intention was to replace the old dementia centre with a
replacement dementia centre on this site. It appears the plans make a nonsense of BCCs own
regulations. BCS12 states 'Existing community facilities should be retained, unless it can be
demonstrated that there is no longer a need to retain the use or where alternative provision is
made'. Despite this the plan suggests “when considering the above policy, it is recognised that
following a review of care for the elderly in 2012 in light of changes in government guidance and
feedback from clients, a move towards personalisation of care with increased choice and control
over that care was approved by Council cabinet. This included greater support for those who wished
to stay in their own homes and the emphasis on provision of extra care accommodation, which
includes self-contained flats with some communal facilities available and on-site staff. To
accommodate those with dementia who do need a high level of personal care there were proposals
to expand existing facilities. As a consequence of the above changes, the demand for the type of
accommodation provided in the number of elderly persons homes across the city declined and they
were shut as they no longer provided care in line with the approved approach and it is understood
that it would have been uneconomically viable to convert them to provide extra care
accommodation, which has largely come through in the form of new large purpose built complexes
operated by registered providers. Greville House was one of those homes affected by this change
and closed in 2012. Since its closure it remained empty for several years and the building which was
in a dilapidated condition has now been demolished. Consequently, it can be concluded that the loss
of the former community facilities is acceptable and I compliance (sic) with the requirements of
policies BCS12 and DM5”. The council’s actions in partnering with a developer over the last couple of
years with the intention to build a new dementia centre on the site prove the building of houses will
be in fact be in contravention on BCS12 and DM5.The planning of this new dementia care site, well
after the 2012 changes proves there was last year and still is a need in the community for the same
facility as was provided by the old. This is particularly the case in Stockwood due to our larger than
average proportion of older residents. This blatant disregard for such a basic policy to ensure that
local services are not lost to our community should be enough alone to cause planning. The
dereliction of the former building appears to have been deliberate.With well-advertised statistics
stating that the UK (and Stockwood especially) has an aging population with an increasing incidence
of dementia this would . with the intention to replace it with a similar facility four times the size on
the same site. With well-advertised statistics stating that the UK (and Stockwood especially) has an
aging population with an increasing incidence of dementia this would seem to be a sensible
approach. Subsequent to the withdrawal of that plan by BCCs partner/developer the story has
changed and the "recommendation to approval" document is relying on BCCs decisions from 10
years prior saying there is no need for a dementia facility within our community. This makes no

sense at all, presumably the developers providing the planning committee with partial information
aimed at having this decision approved to the detriment of our community.
The plans also describe the development to be a “redevelopment of a 69 bedroom dementia care
home. (C2 Use Class).”. The site was not and never has been a “69 bedroom dementia care centre”.
The 69 bedroom centre was the planning proposal made for the site that was subsequently
withdrawn by the developers. As discussed above the pre-existing building was a derelict dementia
centre however in reality the building/facility on the site was about a quarter the size that is
suggested in the "recommended to approve" document. We can only assume that this blatant
falsehood in the description of the former building is a deliberate attempt to fool the planning
committee members into thinking that the existing property was much bigger than it was. The
purpose of this is presumably to hide the impact of the proposed 26 houses to the existing
community. The reason all neighbouring properties object so vehemently is that we know the truth,
that the existing property was half the height, a quarter of the foot print and twice the distance from
our properties than the proposed development.
The transport report confirms that the access point would not be granted if there was not already an
access point there. This raises issues about the safety of the access road to pedestrians and vehicles
passing and using the road. Bearing in mind the original junction was installed 40 years ago there
was much less traffic on the roads than there is now. For the last ten years actual usage of the site
has been close to nil. The vehicle journeys that will come with up to 80 new residents in the
proposed development will mean the traffic use will increase exponentially even from when the site
was last open. There will be even more traffic once the increase in services such as parcel/food
deliveries is factored in. This junction will cause arguments among neighbours as well as causing
dangers for children, the elderly, the blind, wheelchair and pushchair users and other vehicles as
cars park around other junctions in the immediate area. This will turn into a very dangerous junction,
and should the plans be approved councillors will be held as responsible when accidents occur.
The green space that occupies the site of the former dementia centre is essential for local wildlife. I
myself have witnessed deer, badger, fox, rabbit, squirrel, hedgehog, rabbit and many other rodents
within the area. The area also attracts a varied bird population with owls and sparrowhawks using it
as a hunting ground in addition to a large daily population of songbirds and finches of all types.
There are several species of reptiles, toad, frogs and newts that currently come into our gardens
from the site. I imagine that were the site not to have been left derelict over the last decade by the
council with no effort made to maintain the property at all, were it maintained in the smallest way
for the wildlife it would be a tremendous benefit for the local community and an essential part of
the local ecological web. Once the buildings/roads cover most of the land and the fences partition
what remains there will be huge disruption to the wildlife. Once people move in astro-turf, gravel
and patios will replace grass and bushes, Their parties, BBQs and associated noise/light will scare
most of the wildlife away while what wildlife remains will be killed by cats/dogs or turned into
roadkill by all the extra cars.
The council has never accepted the responsibility to maintain the hedges/trees on the periphery of
the site. This has led to decades of damage to neighbouring fences/gardens. As neighbours any good
faith in BCC maintaining the trees/hedges in a safe and responsible way, this issue will only only be
made worse by the hedges/trees being partitioned into separate gardens. How long will the trees
that are supposed to protect our privacy last when a resident decides they are too intrusive on their
garden and cuts the trees down? What protection do we have and what compensation will be given?

On Pynne Close did not suffer too much from the previous building as it was a small single story
building, in the middle of the site with a very low, shallow pitched roof. Even with the former
building being further away, much narrower and lower, we would only see no sun at the back of our
houses from about midday to 2pm. If the new buildings are built we will see practically no sun at all
for six or more months of the year. The huge number of terraced two story buildings with a
continuous high pitched roof immediately adjacent to our properties is totally out of step with the
flats and semi-detached houses that surround them. This development will bring into our previously
quiet lives overlooking, overshadowing and an intimidating wall of brick and concrete. When local
residents are objecting by a ratio of more than 40:1, both local Councillors are objecting there is only
one conclusion you should come to. That conclusion should be to veto the proposals and refuse
planning permission.
The constant bringing forward of adjustments to these plans also seems to be a deliberate ploy in
order to minimise the amount of live objections. People who have objected and still object are not
aware that in the process of re-submitting the plans previous comments and objections are
potentially disregarded. This gives the impression that there is less negative feeling towards the
plans whereas on the ground local residents and councillors speak as one in still vehemently
objecting to this out of place, out of size, unsustainable and inadequately thought out project.
I thank you in advance for your consideration of this matter and rejection of these plans.
Regards,
O M Feeley
16 Pynne Close

Development Control B 18/05/22 - STATEMENT NUMBER A3.
RE: 21/05859/FB - Former Greville Elderly Persons Home, Lacey Road, Stockwood.

I feel that my comments have been misrepresented in the report to committee. I am sure that this is
unintended, but I would ask committee members to read my actual comments rather than the edited
version.
I strongly believe that the density of properties being proposed for this site is completely
inappropriate. The layout is not sensitive to the interests of existing residents.
Access is via a narrow entrance which is not possible to widen. I do not believe that this entrance could
support the number of vehicles (including service vehicles) that would use the site given the number
of properties that have been proposed. I have no doubt that this would compromise the safety of
pedestrians (including schoolchildren), cyclists and motorists who use Lacey Road.
If members are minded to grant this application, then I would ask that they conduct a site visit before
doing so.
Thank you.

Cllr Jonathan Hucker, Stockwood Ward.

STATEMENT NUMBER A4
Written statement regarding the development at Greville House Lacey Rd stockwood.
Firstly, please accept my apologies as I am unable to speak in person as I have a funeral to attend.
You have the ability today to put the needs of Stockwood Ward and its residents ahead of the
desires of the council and the Housing department.
This proposed development is not in the best interests, and does not reflect, the needs of the
majority of those that live in Stockwood Ward; particularly those who live around the site.
I have consistently challenged and opposed these plans for the following three reasons:
1. The plans do not reflect the needs of the local community;
2. The failure to engage and communicate with those residents either side of the access road;
and
3. The lack of compensation for the community for accepting any development on this site.
I will cover each point in turn.
Bristol's needs versus Stockwood’s needs
Stockwood Ward has one of the highest concentrations of three bedroom plus houses in the city.
Almost three quarters of all properties in Stockwood Ward are three bedrooms or larger; this
compares to the city average of 55.4%. The number of 2 bedroom properties is only 16.2%
compared to the city average of 27.9%. Stockwood Ward also has fewer 1 bed properties than the
city average.
As a result of this significant discrepancy in two bed properties we find that many of our younger
residents are unable to leave home.
When you take into consideration the number of one and two bed properties in the Stockwood
Ward which are reserved for older members of the community (such as sheltered accommodation
and care homes) there really is very little choice for the younger members of the community. In fact
Brunelcare sites account for 153 1 and 2 bed properties and the sheltered accommodation of
Bluebell Gardens and Haberfield House account for a further 120 1 and 2 bed properties. There is
very little choice for the young adults in the area.

I would like to point out that this information has been obtained from Bristol City Councils’
quality of life data. These figures vary from the figures on page 5 of the recommendation
report.
As a result of the deprivation of smaller properties for shared ownership or purchase, many
of the younger members of the community, who would love to stay local; in the community
in which they have grown; in the community in which their family reside are not able to do
so. Failure to address this will result in a weaker community, a less sustainable community
and a community which will be increasingly car dependent.
I would like to see more two bed properties on the development (rather than 1 bed
properties) and a lot more shared ownership properties (greater than the 23% currently
proposed.)
The Access Road
I have worked and listened to the residents of 24 and 22 Lacey Rd. I have also listened to
those residents who live directly opposite the main entrance.
They council has imposed Double Yellow Lines around the entrance whilst the site was being
demolished and cleared. The provision of the double yellow lines was to ensure access to
the site for larger vehicles. The is concern the number of parking spaces will be insufficient
and there will be an overspill onto Lacey Road and surrounding roads.
The previous sweep illustration clearly showed that larger vehicles will have to over mount
or go over the pavement to access the site. This is both disappointing and dangerous as the
road is a busy thoroughfare for the children in the area to access their local primary school.

I have repeatedly asked for officers to meet with the residents to listen to their concerns;
there have been no such meetings. This is disappointing as this suggests a lack of interest in
the welfare of those residents who are most likely to be impacted by these proposals.
I also think it would only be fair for the council to confirm prior to a decision as to when the
road was made as part of the adopted highway.
Community Compensation
I had also concerns about the lack of mitigation to the development of 26 dwellings.
I am having difficulty understand the spend of £41k on the bus stops on Pynne Road /
Ladman Road as they already have raised kerbs and bins. These bus stops have been subject
to a significant spend in recent years and a bin is provided at the one stop if not both
already.
The money to be spent would be better ensuring all road junctions onto Lacey Road have
double yellow lines to ensure a clear line of sight when egressing the side roads onto Lacey
Road. Lacey Road is a known short cut to get to Keynsham and this would also support the
tactile paving that needs to be installed and reinforce no parking across these dropped
kerbs.
In summary the riding roughshod over the wishes of the residents is very disappointing. The
reason why we are here today is due to the sheer number of objections; from residents who
know the access road is poor; who know the speed of the traffic on Lacey Road; who know
families walk their children to school in front of this access road.
It is these residents we should be listening to and speaking to them to build something
which is acceptable and in the best interests of the local community.
I would also like to ask why, on the day of the last committee meeting at least 3 documents
were uploaded to the planning portal. This meant the residents and the Development
Committee had no chance to digest the new information prior to the meeting.

Development Control Committee B – 29 June 2022 - STATEMENT NUMBER A5

Item No. 1

SITE ADDRESS: Former Greville Elderly Persons Home Lacey Road Bristol BS14 8LN
APPLICATION NO: 21/05859/FB
Proposed development of residential units (no. 26) Use Class C3 with associated access, parking, and
landscaping.(Major)

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE APPLICANT by Andrew Beard (Agent).

Dear Councillors,

The application before you today is a very important proposal for Stockwood as it will deliver
regeneration of a vacant Brownfield site and importantly deliver new affordable housing much
needed in the area meeting Council priority objectives.

The site was previously an elderly persons home and has been closed now for some 5 years and was
demolished in 2020/21 which has resulted in a partially derelict unkempt site ripe for a permanent
development solution.

The proposals achieve new housing in a sustainable urban part of Bristol and will deliver
environmental improvement and meet housing need. The site is a sustainable location close to:
A37 link into the city centre
Buses services to City centre and Brislington
Stockwood Road District Centre (Hollway Road) including shops and wide range of services.
Waycroft Academy, and
Public open spaces at Stockwood Lane
The proposals are fully in line with both national and local policies to deliver full and efficient use of
sustainable urban land. The site will make an important contribution to the housing needs of the
city.

The officers report quite rightly concludes that the principle of development and housing on the site
is acceptable.

Strategy planning officers conclude – “This application addresses the need in the area in addition to
offering up accommodation which will likely be suitable to older persons in the form of the 2
bungalows to M4(3) standard.” The mix addresses shortages in the Stockwood area as confirmed by
census and housing data.

The design of the scheme is high quality and a new street delivering place making and integration
with the surrounding houses. The design officers raise no objections to the scheme.

It is understood that there have been and still are concerns over some issues, but the applicant has
worked tirelessly throughout pre-application to respond and address those concerns so that the
planning balance is acceptable and can be approved today as per your officers recommendation.

Density – the scheme has been reduced from 33 to 26 units, and the mix changed to meet identified
housing need. It should also not be forgotten that the site used to have a large building, deliveries,
visitors, and this may now be a distant memory. The site however must be put to beneficial use and
the proposal of 26 units is not overdevelopment. It is below, as a response to neighbours, the
emerging Local Plan review estimate capacity for the site of 32. The changes in response to
neighbours has actually brought the density below policy BCS20 showing how the scheme has
reached a reasonable balance and is not over development.

Access – the entrance previously served the EPH with deliveries, staff, and visitors but a new Road
Safety Audit has been prepared to ensure that it will operate safely with traffic regulation orders to
absorb it into the surrounding network. 35 parking spaces are proposed to ensure there are no offsite parking impacts.

Amenity – The new housing has been amended to deliver more bungalows and separation distances
between the new housing and existing residents meet the Council’s published standards. Shadow
analysis drawings also show that there will not be a significant impact on existing neighbours.

Ecology – The site is currently mainly a central gravel area with boundary trees. The scheme will
deliver new gardens, new trees to replace any lost and delivers a net gain to biodiversity.

Climate Change – the scheme delivers all the requirements of policy in relation to sustainable urban
drainage, energy efficiency, electric charging points, sustainable construction and will remediate a
demolished site. It will deliver Brownfield redevelopment with design addressing all issues to ensure
it addresses the climate change challenges for the city.

There have been two pre-consultation exercises, where the applicant has made significant changes
after listening to the community. The scheme now fully meets policy and standards and there are no
reasonable reasons to withhold consent.

The officers have created a list of conditions that will finalise further the full detail for construction
to ensure that the scheme delivers full integration into the surrounding area without any adverse
impacts.

In conclusion I would highlight the significant benefits that this application proposes -

Regenerates a vacant site.
Delivers Brownfield redevelopment.
Creates 26 new housing units meeting local need.
All units meet the internal space standards.
Delivers affordable housing, badly needed.
Creates a new landscaped site.
Delivers high quality architecture.
Delivers energy efficiency measures, 26% above the policy 20% requirement.
Includes sustainable urban drainage.
Utilises an existing access.
Respects neighbours with the careful siting of bungalows and separation distances.

The scheme is compliant with the following policies as agreed by the officers report – BCS 10, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21 and DM 5, 17, 23.

I trust that you will agree with your officers recommendation and conclusions today so that this
important housing regeneration scheme can go forward to the implementation stage.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Andrew Beard MRTPI
28th June 2022.

QB1 – Mark Ashdown
1.

Can you please provide a list of the members who made up DC B when it considered this
matter last on 06 April. When this matter returns before DC B on 29 June, will the same
members who considered and adjourned the matter on 06 April form the committee when it
reconsiders this deferred matter?
Answer: The minutes for the meeting of the Development Control B Committee on
Wednesday, 6th April, 2022 6.00 pm confirms the attendance at this meeting – Councillors Ani
Stafford-Townsend (Chair), Lesley Alexander, Fabian Breckels, Andrew Brown, Amirah Cole,
Katja Hornchen, Guy Poultney, Richard Eddy and Lorraine Francis are recorded in the minutes
as attending this meeting. The list of Committee Members for the meeting on Wednesday 29th
June 2022 is given at the front of the agenda for the meeting on the Bristol City Council
website and will be the attendance subject to any apologies or substitutions recorded at the
meeting.

2.

The planning officer notes: 'It is proposed that a 200m2 area is planned to be managed in
perpetuity as a native wildflower meadow, as an off site remediation project to the current
development .... It has been highlighted that there is a need for the location of the offsite
planting to be confirmed and this has been requested. An update will be provided on the
Amendment Sheet.' When will this be provided?
Answer: It is noted that the location currently shows the off site remediation as indicative and
confirmation of the location has therefore been requested in the form of a soft landscaping
plan showing the location and specifications of all proposed soft landscaping. An update will
be provided on the Amendment Sheet that will be published in advance of the Committee
meeting.

3.

There are now only three working days left until this matter returns before the committee.
Once a new site has been identified, surely time will then be needed for further public
consultation on this new proposal so that comments can be made? Have you considered the
implications of proceeding regardless of this next Wednesday?
Answer: Based on the information provided to date it is not anticipated that it would be
necessary to undertake further public consultation through this planning application at this
stage on a plan confirming the location and specifications of the proposed soft landscaping.

4.

When the proposed offsite habitat has been identified, will the applicant be required to amend
its BNG 3.1 calculation to establish both its baseline habitat and the proposals for either habitat
enhancement or new habitat creation?
Answer: The Nature Conservation Officer considers that if the habitat classification is as set
out in the applicants most recent bio diversity net gain assessment (BNGA) (and this
demonstrates a net gain in biodiversity), the BNGA can be accepted.

5.

Will the applicant be required to produce a nature conservation and landscape management
plan which addresses features of interest, objectives, management compartments and
prescriptions, a work schedule including a thirty year annual work plan, resourcing including a
financial budget and ecological monitoring which will cover the 30 year period required under
BNG 3.1?
Answer: The Nature Conservation Officer has commented that this submission should be
accompanied by a Landscape and Ecological Management Plan, and it would therefore be
proposed to recommend that this is secured by condition.

Regards
Mark CD Ashdown, Chair - Bristol Tree Forum

STATEMENT NUMBER B1
Dear BCC,
I fully support the application to get rid of the unsightly toilets on Clifton Downs.
Rejecting the application will bring the city council in to disrepute with the Planning Inspector and
the planning Ombudsman,
Because this application has been already passed.
It is just that some influential local people have "Nobbled" some elected members in hope to stop
what will be positive progress for this great city of ours.
Regards
Paul.

STATEMENT NUMBER B2
21/06762/F: Public Conveniences Circular Road, Downs, Bristol BS9 1ZZ
To Whom it may concern,
Firstly, may I say that I entrust we will have an impartial decision from the Planning committee who
have the final say over the proposed cafe on the sea walls. My concern is that the planning
committee is composed of Bristol city councillors who are also the applicants which potentially
presents a conflict of interest.
My objections to this proposal and the original one still stand.
The DEFRA decision given originally by Helen Slade was against the build. The reapplication to DEFRA
was done under covid when it could not be viewed at the council offices as they were shut during
lockdown and it was not available online. Also the local residents and other parties were unaware of
the reapplication as it was made during lockdown and only one notice appeared briefly on the
Downs. This led to a very skewed comments in favour whereas the overwhelming numbers of
objectors still stand but could not comment as they were unaware of the application and closing
date. This second reapplication also had minimal notice in which to respond.
My main objections are as follows:
1.

Building on a green, common land, conservation area - a dangerous precedent for The
Downs. Compromising CSP BCS21. It is in direct conflict with the aims of the 1861 Downs Act
and would therefore require a change in the legislation. This has also been stated by Downs
for the people and the Open Spaces Society who are also querying the lack of legal powers
the Downs Committe has to enact this proposal.

2.

Commercialisation of the Downs , this would be the first purpose built commercial venue on
the Downs which sets an unwelcome precedent. This proposed build is 4 times the footprint
of the existing WC block. The dimensions stated by the applicant keep changing for no
apparent reason.

3.

It is totally out of character with any other buildings surrounding the Downs Contravening
Policy DM26., section 12 of the Planning and listed conservation act 1990. It is not of the
same material as surrounding buildings, does not contribute to the historic assets, does not
retain, enhance or create important view.

4.

The positioning of the heat pump has not been specified nor its size and noise impact on the
local residents and visitors.

5.

A magnet for vandalism. Both WCs and café are currently vandalised. The plan to make the
WC accessible 24 hours will inevitably return it to the venue for nefarious activities The
recent race track at 10pm on March 26th involving around 100 cars racing around the
circular roads and then straight across the Downs to the ex zoo car park is not an isolated
incident. It is a focal gathering point especially on summer nights which leaves the cafe
vulnerable. The police are too thinly stretched to do continuous rounds especially over a
weekend.

6.

A severe visual impact on the listed heritage Towerhirst property which is less than 40
metres away and the gorge Compromising CSP BCS22. As stated by the Development

Control Committee 'there should be no loss of light, overshadowing or loss of privacy,
impact to the outlook to neighbouring properties' Towerhirst is thus affected.
7.

Litter pollution. This is an ongoing problem.

8.

Illegal parking on the Downs nearby as there are double yellow lines on this dangerous
corner. Currently cars park on the Downs itself and this is currently left unchallenged by the
police despite the contravention of the byelaws.

9.

Deleterious impact on wildlife of immediately adjoining SAC and SSSI.

10.

The problem of the inadequate sewage disposal will increase due to the increased waste
from the cafe. This has led to flooding and blocked drains on the Towerhirst property over
the years having to be dealt with by the residents. The latest drain service was called out on
April 4th 2022.

11.

The Planning Inspectorate Report dated 24th September 2019 Conclusion stated "Having
regard to the criteria set out in paragraphs 12 to 14 above, and all the written
representations, I conclude that consent for the works applied for should not be granted
because of the potential harm to the local neighbourhood and the landscape, and because
the alleged benefits have not been adequately demonstrated" Helen Slade. The potential
harm to the local neighbourhood and the landscape, has not changed. There are no viable
financial projections to justify this project.

12.

The need for toilets on the Downs is obvious but they could be vandal proof ,paid for
facilities as done by most other councils which would return a profit to the Downs.

13.

The only change in this resubmission is the wild flower patch to the north of the proposed
development , therefore the grounds on which the previous application was denied have not
changed.

14.

Since the last application there have been very justifiable objections from the Bristol Tree
forum and Campaign for Rural England both concerned for the impact on the environment.

If the Committee is minded to approve this application please can we ensure there is soft demolition
and build with no intrusive radio noise for the benefit of the local residents and visitor.
My objections to this proposed application still stand.
Yours Faithfully,
Janet Seager
Towerhirst
Seawalls Road Bristol

STATEMENT NUMBER B3
Public Forum Statement.
Development B Planning Committee.

No 21/06/762/F. -Proposal Demolition of public toilet block and construction of
single storey building comprising cafe, [use class E}, education booth {use classF1}
{A}] and replacement public toilets [resubmission of planning permission
18/04/727/F] Site Address Public conveniences, Circular Road, Sneyd Park, Bristol
BS9 1ZZ
I write as chair of the Friends of the Downs and Avon Gorge {FOD+AG} a volunteer
organization dedicated to supporting the City Council and the Downs committee in
the good governance of the Downs. Before retiring in 2014 I was the last Downs
Ranger prior to the deletion of the post.
We welcome the proposal to bring an educational hub to the Downs. This will
support the important work of the Avon Gorge & Downs Wildlife group and allow the
wildlife project to be explained under cover to the ever-increasing numbers of school
parties and families that want to learn more about this iconic location. Conservation
was highlighted as a priority in the recent Downs committee survey.
It is essential that the toilet block is replaced by something that is fit for purpose. It is
FOD+AG’s firm belief that the current facility is no longer a viable option and will
soon through necessity be closed anyway. This will leave nothing for our older
citizens, school visits or for those with medical conditions. This is unfair and
discriminates against some sections of our society.
The provision of a café is long overdue. A small cafe will attract new people to enjoy
the Downs, bringing additional benefits for mental and physical health. It could
provide -a place for people to meet up for a chat out of the wind, rain, or sun, -a
destination for the tired, elderly or disabled to rest comfortably during their walk on
the Downs. Many iconic locations up and down the country manage to comfortably
accommodate a refreshment facility without detracting from the feature itself.
The Friends of the Downs & Avon Gorge believe the Downs Committee has made a
worthy application, it provides replacement toilets, a vital education hub and a café
and in so doing supports the preservation of nature on the Down.
In the current financial climate, it is essential that the Downs generates some income
and this proposal is predicted to generate at least 10% of the current running costs
of the Downs, through the rent.
We note that the majority of the objections to the application come from near
neighbors to the Downs and would respectfully remind the panel that the Downs are
for all our citizens not just those that are lucky enough to live nearby.
The committee of the Friends of the Downs & Avon Gorge respectfully ask that the
panel consider all these points as they come to their judgement.
Robert Westlake {Chair} Friends of the Downs & Avon Gorge

STATEMENT NUMBER B4
I am responsible for the day to day grounds and infrastructure management of Clifton and Durdham
Downs.
This work is carried out by Bristol City Council Parks Department on behalf of the Downs Committee.
It is my strong opinion that a toilet facility is essential in this area given the very high footfall nature
of the site.
The current toilet block at Sea Walls is very old and as such is becoming increasingly problematic to
keep open.
The building is becoming very close now to being not fit for purpose. Despite the continued best
efforts of the maintenance people and the cleaners, the amount of time that the toilets are out of
use due to maintenance issues relating to the age of the facility goes up and up. Concurrently, the
costs associated with keeping the facility functioning as required go up and up.
If the addition of a café results in having upgraded toilet facilities then that would represent a
significant improvement to the situation Downs users currently have. I am fearful that we are close
now to a situation whereby the current block becomes unserviceable and the toilets have to be
closed permanently.
Ben Skuse

STATEMENT NUMBER B5
'I am the Secretary of the Bristol Downs Football League and many of you will be aware that the
League has been playing on the Downs since 1905.
The League and the numerous supporters are in desperate need of improved facilities on the Downs
and the Café project is a great start, it would provide an opportunity for players and supporters alike
to obtain pre and post match refreshment, better toilets (especially for the supporters), which we
hope will be open more often than they are currently.
It also makes a huge statement that Bristol welcomes people to the Downs, it will tidy up a very run
down building (an eyesore at best).
The Downs is a remarkable area of Bristol for both its residents and the numerous visitors and I
would hope this will be the forerunner to doing up the changing rooms, we are a dynamic city and
the renewal of the planning permission is a start, but a huge step in the right direction as this
investment will also contribute towards the upkeep of the Downs through the income it will
generate'
If you require any further information at this stage please let me know.
With best regards
Owen Dow
Hon Gen Sec
Bristol Downs League

STATEMENT NUMBER B7
Dear DC B committee members,
Members will recall that DC B refused this application on 6th April 2022. The formal decision was
deferred, pending officers writing up the reasons for refusal.
It is, therefore, extremely surprising that planning officers appear to have disrespected the DC B
decision and have not done what they were tasked to do. The 'additional information' is arcane and
controversial and does nothing to change the rationale, which persuaded DC B committee to refuse
the application on 6th April 2022.
No matter how statistics are spun, the bottom line is that swapping grass for concrete is not a
positive step for the environment. DC B committee made it clear on 6th April that it did not wish to
see part of the Downs lost to concrete / commercial development. Nothing has changed, so it's
baffling and bizarre that planning officers have failed to carry out the wishes of the committee.
It is pertinent to note that the nearby Downs cafe by the Watertower was built within the existing
footprint of the former toilets/changing rooms. No grassland was sacrificed. The applicants could
easily replicate this environmentally friendly precedent in this location by refurbishing the existing
building using the current footprint without extending out onto precious green space.
The full text of our objection to this application is contained in the officer report and for brevity we
do not repeat it here.
In summary, we sincerely hope the committee will not be browbeaten and will remain steadfast in
refusing this application, as they did in April, and that the applicants come back with a more
environmentally sensitive application restricting any refurbishment to the existing footprint.
With kind regards,
Councillor John Goulandris & Councillor Henry Michallat
Bristol City Councillors for Stoke Bishop Ward

STATEMENT NUMBER B8 21/06762/F | Public Conveniences Circular Road Sneyd Park
Our Public
Forum
Bristol
BS9
1ZZ Statement to Development Control Committee B meeting, 29 June 2022
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

We adopt and endorse the public forum statement of Councillors Goulandris and Michallat. The
committee voted 5/4 to reject the application on 6 April and asked officers to prepare formal
reasons for their decision. There is no other reason for this matter to come back before them today
other than to adopt formal reasons for the committee’s decision. The officer’s report is incorrect
and needs correcting.
We have seen no evidence that the concerns expressed by Natural England have been adequately
addressed.
Save for the Location and Block Plan, the plans produced by the applicant in this application still
show the position of the current public conveniences in the wrong place to the north of its true
position.
All BNG submissions should be accompanied by a nature conservation and landscape management
plan which addresses features of interest, objectives, management compartments and prescriptions,
a work schedule including a thirty year annual work plan, resourcing including a financial budget
and ecological monitoring. This should cover a 30 year period.1 No such plan has been produced.
In their undated Comment published on the planning portal on 19 June 2022, the Nature
Conservation Officer (NCO) states: ‘I would advise the applicant that the ecology report should be
updated and resubmitted to reflect this.’ This has not been done. When the applicant produced
their ecology response (21_06762_F-ECOLOGY_RESPONSE-3215013) dated 25 April 2022, in which
they describe their offsite calculations as ‘merely indicative’. The planning officer reports that it
has ‘been highlighted that there is a need for the location of the offsite planting to be confirmed
and this has been requested.’ This too has not been provided.
The NCO also states that ‘It is correct that the SNCI records the grassland habitat as ‘un & semi
improved calcareous grassland including priority habitat” however I have confidence in the
professionalism and expertise of the Betts Ecologist in their habitat classification of the grassland
on this site as “modified/neutral grassland”. After all it is possible that small areas of the Downs
will not fall within the habitat classification specified in the SNCI.’ It is disappointing that the NCO
has neither visited the site to verify the situation nor sought adequately to explain the direct
contradiction with the official BRERC record.
Whether or not the habitat is modified/neutral grassland or Lowland Calcareous Grassland, this
proposal cannot – even if the applicant’s onsite calculation is accepted – achieve biodiversity net
gain on the basis of the incomplete evidence now before the committee. In the absence of a credible
baselined and tested offsite habitat survey, with accompanying BNG 3.1 calculation, neither of
which has so far not been produced, the applicant has failed, in addition to the Ancillary Use reasons
provided, to demonstrate to the committee that it has satisfied the requirements of:
1. Paragraph 174 of the National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework): Planning policies
and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment by …
minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity [our emphasis].
2. Paragraph 180 of the Framework: When determining planning applications, local planning
authorities should apply the following principles: a) if significant harm to biodiversity resulting
from a development cannot be avoided (through locating on an alternative site with less harmful
impacts), adequately mitigated, or, as a last resort, compensated for, then planning permission
should be refused…
3. Bristol Core Policy BCS9 requires that individual green assets are to be retained and integrated
into new development.
4. DM19 states that development that will have a harmful impact on the nature conservation value
of a Site of Nature Conservation Interest will not be permitted.

The Bristol Tree Forum - 24 June 2022
Dr Nick Michael, BCC Nature Conservation Officer - planning application 22/01878/P - Ecological Technical Appendix A Desk Study 7507.20.039 published as ECOLOGICAL_DESK_STUDY-3200493. Appendix A.
1

1

STATEMENT NUMBER B9
My statement for the above committee is as follows:
I was involved in this project during my time on the Downs Committee and the
purpose was clear from the beginning; to provide modern toilet facilities which
would be financially sustainable through the income from the cafe and also a
much-needed base for the very valuable environmental work which has for
many years been encouraging care for the Downs. The current building is truly
an eyesore and its toilet facilities a disgrace. The Downs was set aside for the
benefit of the people of Bristol as a whole and is not the back garden of a
privileged few. Officers have been clear from the beginning that this small
development would not damage the environment and their original
recommendation to 'grant subject to conditions' should prevail. Thank you.

STATEMENT NUMBER B10
21/06762/F Public Conveniences Circular Road Sneyd Park Bristol BS9 1ZZ
SPRA Public Forum Statement to Development Control Committee B meeting, 29 June 2022
Dear DC B committee members,
As Chair of Sneyd Park Residents’ Association (SPRA) I write with concern on the planning officer
report. Whilst SPRA have the greatest respect for BCC Planning Offices and work on occasions
closely with them the report appears not to follow the wishes of DC B committee members’ request.
From our understanding;
1. Members of the DC B refused the application on 6th April 2022.
2. Members of the DC B requested planning officers to write up reasons for refusal.
3. The aim was for DC B was to formally adopt the reasons for refusal.
However, after reading the report it would appear this has not occurred and the request by DC B of
6th April has not been followed.
Surely, the Committee has to ask the planning officers, to go and produce the report requested from
the meeting 6th April 2022.
The concern would appear to be the applicant has place a revised drawing which does not change
the fact the application has been refused.
The full text of SPRA’s objection is contained in the officer’s report and I do not intend to repeat
them here.
However, I would draw to the attention of members the additional comments and details produced
by Bristol Tree Forum which give additional reasons for refusal.
If the applicant wishes to submit a revised drawing and application this should by a separate
application and not one already refused.
In conclusion this application has been refused by the committee; the formal reasons for refusal
should have been contained in the planning officer report per the committee request. I would urge
members to stand by the committee decision 6th April 2022 and once again ask planning officer to
follow the committee’s instructions.
With kind regards
Stephen Small Chair of SPRA
GFF, 20 Downleaze

STATEMENT NUMBER B11
Comment on Application 21/06762/F. Public Conveniences Circular Road, Downs, Bristol
BS9 1ZZ
Written submission to the Development Control Committee B for June 29th 2022
From: Stephanie French 18 Old Sneed Avenue
I am a resident of Stoke Bishop and a frequent visitor to the viewpoint. My photograph of the
“Suspension Bridge at Dawn” is on Google Maps (last time I looked).
I would like to try to explain the information and the illustrations supplied to the Committee
for consideration, which I think are misleading.
I think that the trees shown in the aerial photograph supplied to you in your bundle, showing
trees extending as far as the Fountain and beyond, and which members of the Committee
might believe to be able to be a screen, are in fact the tops of the crowns of trees much
lower down the slopes of the Gorge, which is near vertical at that point. It is a “bird’s
eye” view.
That is the only explanation I can offer having visited the scene several times. The aerial
photographs and the plans supplied by the Applicant thus mislead you. They give the
impression of being a ground level screen forward of the current WC block, but they are not
such a screen because most of the trees are many feet below the top of the cliff edge.
I have said in earlier comments on this Application that the trees growing on the edge of the
cliff currently actually extend by only two trees along the cliff edge from the current WC block
towards the Fountain. The plan in the arboricultural report you have shows five trees
"forward" of the current WC block. But there are only two.
The narrative in the Design, Access and Heritage Statement you have relies on a long line of
trees as far as the Fountain to screen the new building from views from the Suspension
Bridge and the Gorge. The aerial photo shows trees extending from the current WC footprint
and reaching as far as the Fountain, suggesting that the trees are capable of screening the
new building from the Gorge and the Suspension Bridge.
Standing on the Circular Road on the Downs, thus level with the trees and by the site of the
proposed development, there just is not the line of trees shown in the Design, Access and
Heritage Statement, nor in the Arboricultural report, extending from the front of the current
WC block as far as the Fountain at eye level. The trees shown as an available screen can
only be the crowns of trees at a lower level, and so cannot screen a new, and much
larger, building.
A quick study of the landscape view and the Street View on Google Maps confirms what I
say, and does not confirm what is shown in the documents you have before you. The on-line
mapping provides you with confirmation of what I say.
I have been looking for an explanation for the wrong information supplied to you in drawings
and narrative, and I think I have now found one.

Registered Office
c/o 10 Bishop Rd
Bristol

STATEMENT NUMBER B12 - 21/06762/F | Public Conveniences Circular Road
Sneyd Park Bristol BS9 1ZZ Statement by J. Kempshall, CPRE Avon and
Bristol, South Glos/North Bristol District Committee for Development
Control B Committee 29thJune 2022
We remain of the opinion that this proposed development would cause more harm
than benefit to the character, environment, ecology and wildlife of this quiet corner
of the Downs, which are such an important element of Bristol’s Green Infrastructure.
Our views remain those set out in our original objection to this application.
And now there are still too many unanswered questions and subjective opinions
about the likely impact of a new cafe and a toilet block which would apparently be
open 24/7.
The answers provided in the minutes to the questions raised at the April meeting are
far too vague: for example
“it is considered unlikely that the toilets would be provided without the café” HOW
UNLIKELY?
“for the majority of the year the café will be closed during the hours of darkness”
FOR A FEW HOURS AFTER NIGHTFALL IN WINTER” ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICER’S REPORT, BUT OPENING HOURS MON-SAT ARE TILL 7PM AND
SURELY DUSK IS AN IMPORTANT TIME FOR WILDLIFE MOVEMENT?
“the café is the least ancillary part of the application, but could still be considered
to be ancillary to the open space in question.” BUT THEREFORE COULD ALSO BE
CONSIDERED NOT ANCILLARY DEPENDING ON INTERPRETATION
“Although the new building will not be on the same footprint as the old building, its
position was the subject of careful consideration and it was felt that on balance the
proposal to locate it behind the tree line is the best position all things considered”
WHICH “THINGS” HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED?
“There will be a reduction of one toilet to four from the number provided at present;
the toilets will open 24 hours per day” WHAT ARE THE LIKELY CONSEQUENCES OF
24/7 OPENING REGARDING SECURITY LIGHTING AND ITS EFFECT ON WILDLIFE,
ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR ETC?
Furthermore, without repeating them, we concur with all the salient points relating
to national and local planning policies made by the Ward Councillors and the Bristol
Tree Forum in their responses since the last Development Control meeting.
J, Kempshall 27.6.22
The Avon and Bristol Branch of the Campaign to Protect Rural England is a registered charity
Registered charity number 1189628
The CPRE Avon and Bristol logo is a registered trademark

STATEMENT NUMBER B13
Development Control Committee B meeting 29 June 2022
21/06762/F: Public Conveniences, Circular Road, Sneyd Park, Bristol, BS9 1ZZ

Statement by Susan Carter: robust reasons for refusal
Introduction and summary
1. This statement is concerned with the drafting of the reasons for refusal: these can
be presented much more robustly than the planning officers’ report suggests. The
officers’ advice places too much emphasis on the previous planning committee’s decision
and fails to examine sufficiently the definition and implications of ‘ancillary’. The proposed
development should not be regarded as ancillary, and there are strong grounds for refusing
permission even if it were. Further, there is no obvious way to impose conditions to prevent
loss of biodiversity.
(I drafted and applied planning policies throughout a long career in local and central
government. My civil service posts included development control policy and two stints in the
Planning Inspectorate.).
Reasons for refusal
2.

Cllrs Goulandris and Michalis have set out clear grounds for refusal:
•
•
•
•

impact on visual amenity
impact on local neighbourhood
impact on landscape
loss of green space

To these can be added traffic generation over a wide area, with implications for noise,
tranquillity, and road safety.
3. The planning officers’ report summarises the grounds for refusal in terms of planning
policies. It says that, if the proposals were not regarded as ancillary, they “would result in the
unacceptable loss of part of the open space which would have an adverse impact on the
existing highly important green infrastructure asset. The development would therefore be
contrary to Policy DM17 of the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
Local Plan (SADMP), Policy BCS9 of the Bristol Development Framework Core Strategy –
Adopted June 2011, and The National Planning Policy Framework 2020”.
This is a robust formulation, apart from the caveat “if the proposals were not regarded as
ancillary”. This is examined below.
Definition of ancillary
Necessity

4. The Oxford English Dictionary definition of ancillary is “providing necessary support to
primary activities”. The word ‘necessary’ is key: toilets are essential for many recreational
users of the Downs; cafes and education centres are not.

The cafe
5. The applicants argue that the café is needed to fund the toilets. This is nonsense: the
1960s toilet block does not need replacement and the Downs Committee has several
sources of funds. The costs of routine maintenance could probably be covered by licensing a
coffee truck (ice cream vendors pay at least £20k a year for a licence). Major capital
investment is not required. And far from improving toilet provision, this proposal would
reduce it: from six cubicles and a urinal to four cubicles, in a very much reduced space.
Education centre
6. Nor is there any need for an education centre. In any case, Bristol Zoo has long
accommodated the Avon Gorge and Downs Wildlife Project. The Zoo’s current planning
application makes clear that it intends to continue to do so:
“ 6.25. In terms of uses, the main entrance building is to be repurposed as a Conservation
Hub. The Conservation Hub will provide a full time base for the Avon Gorge & Downs
Wildlife Project, a community meeting room, exhibition space, private hire space, a plant
display….”. There will also be a café. The entrance building is adjacent to the Downs but not
on them, a much more suitable location.
7. Even if an education centre were needed on the Downs, it would not require such a
prominent site as the Sea Walls.
Subservience
8. The planning officers’ report suggests that “the essential feature of ancillary uses is that
there should be expected to be some functional relationship between the ancillary use and
the primary use. Moreover, that functional relationship should be one that is normally found,
be linked and be of a subservient relationship.” The subservience criterion is not met here,
with the café and the education centre likely to be destinations in their own right.

Implications of ‘ancillary’
9. Policy DM17 does not state that all ancillary uses will be given permission, only that
permission will not be given for non-ancillary uses. The Committee needs to take account of
all material planning considerations when deciding applications for ancillary uses. Even if
this proposed development could be classified as ancillary, it should still be refused because
it is contrary to all the planning policies identified in the planning officers’ report.
Significance of earlier planning permission
10. Planning officers have pointed out that the planning permission granted in 2019 is a
material consideration. This is so, but it is for the planning committee to decide what weight
to attach to this consideration, as to any other. Government advice is clear: “Provided regard
is had to all material considerations, it is for the decision maker to decide what weight is to
be given to the material considerations in each case”. (Gov. uk website).

11. Planning officers point out that there have been no material changes in planning policies
since 2019. The composition of Bristol City Council and the council’s policies on the
protection of green space have, however, changed materially. The current planning
committee is not bound to make the same judgments as its predecessors: indeed it would be
surprising if it did so in this case.
Biodiversity
12. The applicant’s attempts to suggest there will be no loss of biodiversity are
unconvincing, as the Bristol Tree Forum has pointed out. (There will certainly be a loss of
amenity green space on the Downs: a green roof they cannot see or walk on is of little value
to recreational users.) The proposals for a wildlife meadow are vague, and not lawful if land
is to be enclosed, as the Tree Forum has observed. The planning committee cannot
therefore impose a condition on any planning permission to create a meadow. (While the
unlawfulness of the whole proposal under the Downs Act may not be a material planning
consideration, a planning condition needs to take account of other legislation to be
practicable.)

Susan Carter
27June 2022
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Bristol City Council - STATEMENT NUMBER B14
Development Control Committee B meeting 29 June 2022
Planning Application 21/06762/F
Public Conveniences Circular Road Sneyd Park Bristol BS9 1ZZ

Public forum statement by the Open Spaces Society
1. The Open Spaces Society is Britain's oldest conservation body. I am writing to confirm that the
Society’s earlier objections stand and to urge the Committee to reject the application. There are
plenty of robust reasons for refusal. Bristol's iconic Sea Walls are an inappropriate site for a
café and education booth. It is ludicrous to justify this significant development by the
provision of four toilet cubicles, a reduction of a third on what is there now. The proposals
are clearly contrary to the City Council's planning policies.

Earlier objections
2. We objected to this proposal because of:
•

increased traffic and traffic congestion;

•

visual intrusion;

•

lack of need/better alternatives;

•

financial risk;

•

relevant planning policies, notably Bristol Core Strategy policy BCS 22 (further developed in
policy DM31) that: ‘Development proposals will safeguard or enhance heritage assets and the
character and setting of areas of acknowledged importance...’.

Planning officers’ report
3. We wish to comment on two aspects of the planning officers’ report:
•

Contravention of the Clifton and Durdham Downs (Bristol) Act 1861. We agree that the
lack of powers for the Downs Committee to build on the site or operate a café is not a material
consideration. It is for the Downs Committee to decide if it wishes to act unlawfully and risk
another High Court challenge. In setting any conditions in relation to biodiversity, the planning
committee would, however, need to bear in mind that the Downs Committee has no powers to
enclose land on the Downs for wildlife reasons. Any condition that involved enclosure/fencing
could not be lawfully executed. The planning committee’s decision might be challenged in the
courts for that reason.

•

Importance of development being ancillary. One of our members, Susan Carter, has set
out in her public forum statement why this proposed development cannot be regarded as
ancillary. We agree with Susan’s analysis: ‘ancillary’ comes from the Latin word for maid and
should be applied only to something in a necessary but subordinate role, like the current toilet
block. It cannot be applied to an independent major attraction like a prominent café. In any
case, proposed ancillary uses must comply with all the planning policies that should protect
the Downs.

Reasons for refusal
4. The reasons for refusal have been well set out in the many objections to this proposal. These led
to councillors deciding not to grant permission at the last Committee meeting. We are
disappointed that planning officers have been unable to set out reasons for refusal robustly as
requested, and are continuing to recommend approval. We are pleased that local councillors
have produced a summary of the objections and Susan Carter has addressed the robustness
issues.
5. We trust that the Committee will now reject this application.

Kate Ashbrook
General Secretary
Open Spaces Society
27 June 2022

Chris Goodsall Architects
Statement to Development Control Committee 29-6-22 – STATEMENT
NUMBER 15
in relation to application ref: 21/06762/F
Sea Walls Café, WCs and Education Booth
First, this is a Re-application for a scheme that was previously passed in
committee.
This is necessary because of a delay in implementation due to Covid.
Approval from Secretary of State to build on Common Land has been
received however during this period. (Such an approval, once granted, is
not subject to a time limit in the same way as a planning approval)
The Client/ Management Issues driving the project are:
1. The building is dilapidated, an eye sore, and is not fit-for-purpose.
2. The building is frequently vandalised resulting in closure and very
expensive to clean
3. Built in 1949 (ota) after the war, it is worn out
4. The new building will service those people using the that area of
the Downs, including walkers, runners, families, and footballers and
spectators at the pitches
5. It will contribute financially to the upkeep of the Downs and by
being manned will reduce the number of hours the building is
closed, and hopefully reduce vandalism
6. The education booth will broaden the understanding of the Downs
7. The loos will service the disabled better
8. The Café, based on the rent paid by the other café on the Downs
will make a sizable contribution towards the upkeep of the Downs,
following the Council’s decision to (try) to make the green areas
self financing
9. The success of the café will release funds for the regeneration of
existing buildings of the Downs, Changing Rooms, Stokes Road
Toilets
10. The café will promote healthy living by supporting activities such as
cycling, walkers, footballers etc on the Downs
11. The Business will be run as a social enterprise benefitting the
community by the surplus being used on the Downs
DC2-PL01 18-3-22 CG-DM
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Chris Goodsall Architects
Planning Issues
12. Building footprint is only Building is open and transparent to
minimise visual impact
13. Oriented to minimise outline in views along the Gorge
14. Café staff will manage issues such as litter in that area
15. Café will not be open in the evening
16. The building will be protected with a CCTV system. This will use
infra-red technology in order that the necessary lighting associated
with this will not affect wildlife or the use of this area of the Downs
for ‘Dark Skies’ activities.
17. Additional information has been provided to clarify the increase in
area associated with the development: The increase in enclosed
footprint (increase from 43m2 to 75m2) is 32m2. The increase in
paved area (increase from 188m2 to 239m2) is 51m2. There is
however an increase in the planted area of 85m2 allowing for the
planted roof
18. Expert consultants trained in the use of the approved software for
the calculation of Biodiversity Net Gain have provided a report
indicating how Biodiversity can be enhanced on the site. This has
been reviewed and accepted by the Council’s Ecologist, who is
similarly qualified and experienced.

Chris Goodsall

BA, Dip Arch, MPhil, RIBA CA
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STATEMENT NUMBER B16
I wish to express my views in support of a cafe by the Sea Walls.
I am sure that a cafe would be successful and enhance the area. The cafe at the other end of the
downs is a long way off, is very small and does not have the views that a cafe by the Sea Walls would
have, and should not be used as a reason not to build another. In any case there is surely room for
more than one cafe in such a vast area as the downs just as space has been given for numerous cafes
in Clifton and the docks.Nobody would say there should be just one in each of these areas.
People who are not generally "cafe goers" should not begrudge a tiny bit of space to people who
are. The downs are enormous and there is plenty of room for walking, playing football and cricket
and picnicking so why not devote a small area for cafe lovers too.
There are cafes in lots of parks and green areas e.g. Horfield Common (The Ardagh), the lake at
Portishead, and in all sort of beauty spots in England. These are normally very popular.
I do not wish to speak at the meeting of 28 June but I hope my views will be considered
J Wallis, 9 St Albans Rd, Bristol

STATEMENT NUMBER B17
This is a request for permission to speak at the planning meeting on Wednesday 29th June.
I am in favour of this proposal: to demolish the present hideous toilet block, and to construct a café,
education booth and replacement public toilets in its place.
I have a number of reasons for hoping that this plan goes ahead:
The existing toilet block is long past its 'sell-by date', but to suggest that refurbishing it, in my
opinion, ridiculous. Things that go on there, particularly in the evening/night would almost certainly
get worse. We used to live on Downleaze and the constant police presence in that area was always
worrying, and we know was drug-related.
To put a good, well-run café there and complete the rest of the proposed plan, would be a
tremendous asset to the area. As this would include CCTV cameras most, if not all, nefarious goingson would be greatly reduced, if not ceased altogether.
To have adequate rubbish/recycling facilities there would help to prevent the area resembling a
landfill site at weekends.
Last, but not least, and in many ways the most significant reason for this plan to go ahead, could
help to reduce the tragic number of suicides. Just having a presence there of something decent,
rather than the shoddy toilet block, I think would be a good deterrent to 'ending it all'.
I should add that to suggest, as some have, that this is just the slippery slope to the Downs being
'covered in concrete', is absolutely ridiculous and doesn't even warrant consideration. The people of
Bristol would simply not allow that to happen!
Thank you for reading this and I really hope this plan goes ahead,
Mrs Wendy Watson
Apartment 53, The Vincent
Redland Hill
Redland
Bristol

STATEMENT NUMBER B18
Planning Application 21/06762/F - Public Forum Statement - Public Conveniences Circular Road
Sneyd Park Bristol BS9 1ZZ
OBJECTION
The planning committee have quite rightly rejected this application - following the example of the
Planning Inspector's decision on the previous application 18/04727/F (see below).
The planning officer's report states that biodiversity grounds are not appropriate for refusal.
Since the committee met, a pair of peregrine falcons have successfully raised 4 chicks on a nest on
the cliff only 80 yards from the site (in the Avon Gorge Woodland SAC). The RSPB states:
The highest level of protection is essential to the conservation of the peregrine, which remains
comparatively rare, and is extremely vulnerable to human activities (including continued illegal
persecution). Once the peregrine population declines, it takes many years to recover.
Peregrine falcons are protected under Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as
amended). It is illegal to disturb them.
How can a noisy, brightly-lit café NOT disturb them? How can it NOT disturb the protected bat
population?
Here are other reasons to reject this appalling proposal.
1.

Conflict of interest. The Merchant Venturers, who propose this as an unelected 50% of the
Downs Committee, have a duty to safeguard the Downs under the Downs Act 1861.

2.

Building on a green, common land, conservation area - a would be a dangerous precedent
for The Downs. Compromising CSP BCS21

3.

Commercialisation of the Downs - would you build a café in Stonehenge?

4.

It will seriously detract from the peaceful beauty and wildlife of the world-famous Seawalls Contravening Policy DM26.

5.

Increasing climate change. To construct a new building is far more carbon-intensive than
refurbishing an old one.

6.

A magnet for vandalism. Both WCs and café are currently vandalised. The caretaker says
night-time round-the clock security would be imperative - the cost of this year-round would
negate the claim that the Café would generate profit for the Downs. See photo attached
indicating night-time lawlessness. Yesterday I picked up a large cylinder for nitrous oxide
next to the site - used for 'highs'.

7.

A visual wart on the historic views of Towerhurst and the Gorge - celebrated by many artists.
Compromising CSP BCS22.

8.

Light pollution in a rare 'dark sky' area near the city. Used by the Bristol Astronomical
Society.

9.

Litter pollution. This will extend way beyond the environs of the café.

10.

A magnet for illegal parking on the grass Downs nearby as there are double yellow lines on
this dangerous corner.

11.

Deleterious impact on wildlife of immediately adjoining SAC and SSSI.

12.

There is no need or demand for this café. In winter it will be a sad white elephant.

Previous Planning Inspector's refusal of permission of previous application 18/04727/F
The Planning Inspectorate Report dated 24th September 2019 Conclusion stated "Having regard to
the criteria set out in paragraphs 12 to 14 above, and all the written representations, I conclude that
consent for the works applied for should not be granted [my emphasis] because of the potential
harm to the local neighbourhood and the landscape, and because the alleged benefits have not been
adequately demonstrated." Helen Slade
To ruin the Downs in order to conserve them would be an ultimate stupidity. Instead the Planning
Committee, acting for the people of Bristol (many of whom would not be able to afford to buy a
coffee at the café), must exercise proper stewardship and ensure that the viewpoint of a natural
wonder at Seawalls is preserved unspoilt for future generations.
I object most strongly to this application, which must be rejected.
Michael Andrews (Former Executive TV Producer, BBC Natural History Unit, Bristol)
28 Seawalls, Seawalls Road, Bristol

STATEMENT NUMBER B19
Planning Application 21/06762/F
Public Forum Statement
Public Conveniences/Café Circular Road Sneyd Park Bristol BS9 1ZZ
OBJECTION
The planning committee have quite rightly rejected this application - following the example of the
Planning Inspector Helen Slade's appeal decision on the previous application 18/04727/F in
September 2019.
As a past President of the Royal West of England Academy of Art, I wish to object in the strongest
terms to the renewed attempt to build this Café.
My principal reason is that far from what the Downs Committee claim, its erection will permanently
ruin the view of the Avon Gorge and Towerhirst tower from Brunel's suspension bridge, a view
which has been celebrated by artists for centuries. It will also, of course, ruin the wild beauty of the
Gorge that is such a feature of Seawalls and which inspired a young J M W Turner who painted a
watercolour from a cave positioned only about 20 metres below the proposed site.
Yours faithfully
Derek Balmer
Past President of the Royal West of England Academy of Art and Pro-Chancellor of the University of
the West of England
12 Avon Grove

STATEMENT NUMBER B20
Application no. 21/06762/F
Site address: Public Conveniences Circular Road Sneyd Park Bristol BS9

Objections
1. In 2019 the Planning Inspector refused the previous application 18/04727/F for an almost
identical building. There has been no significant change since then.
I quote from Helen Slade's report
" I conclude that consent for the works applied for should not be granted because of the potential
harm to the local neighbourhood and the landscape, and because the alleged benefits have not been
adequately demonstrated."
2. This year there are peregrine falcons nesting below the cliff only 80mtrs from the proposed site. It
has attracted many birdwatchers, and we too have been watching the 4 fledglings as they perch on
the surrounding cliffs.
This is a very special site and it will not survive if development is allowed.
3. A new cafe would cause litter, noise, smells, pollution and a big increase in traffic. Parking is
restricted in this corner of the Downs, so cars would park on the surrounding grass as they do
already on a busy weekend.
This would be a hazard for pedestrians and children.
4. Anti-social behaviour is a big problem in this area especially at night-time. There are problems
with security re the public conveniences at Seawalls. A glass building would be a sitting target for
vandalism . It would be costly to prevent and costly to repair.
Janet Andrews
28 Seawalls Road
Bristol

STATEMENT NUMBER B21
I want to voice my support for the planning application for a café on the Circular Road at Sea Walls.
This development has the support of many members of the Downs Committee, and was granted
permission in 2019. I have read the objections about biodiversity loss, the impact on the Avon
Gorge, bat populations etc, but I believe this can be managed – with details such as a curfew to
prevent excess light spillage etc, and the creation of a wildflower meadow.
I think the café will provide a significant benefit to the many visitors to that end of the Downs, in
offering refreshments just as the very popular café by the Water Tower does. The Water Tower café
has not resulted in excessive littering, vandalism, unruly behaviour, and I do not see why the Sea
Walls café should either.
The café will provide an invaluable service in keeping the existing toilet facility clean and maintained,
something that will be valuable to children, parents, elderly visitors. It is important that there is
already a structure there – and the proposed new footprint of the built area is not even doubling.
The addition of an Education Centre is surely something to be welcomed for the many tourists who
visit the area. Finally, I believe the existence of a site of shelter, rest, food and drink may diminish car
use on the Downs, encouraging people to come on foot or by bike and spend longer on the Downs,
without having to worry if they need a rest, or if it rains. The Downs Committee is interested in the
longer term in ways to reduce car use and parking around the area, and a café in this location would
contribute to this aim.
Cllr. Katy Grant
Green Councillor for Clifton

STATEMENT NUMBER B22
Application No. 21/06762/F
Site Address: Public Conveniences Circular Road Sneyd Park Bristol BS9 1ZZ
The Avon Gorge, Clifton Down and Durdham Down are just a few miles from Bristol City Centre and yet they’re
home to a wealth of wildlife. With rare plants, extensive wildflower meadows, nesting peregrine falcons and aweinspiring geology this is one of the best places to see wildlife in Bristol. In fact, the Gorge has been internationally
recognised as a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and nationally designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI), and the Downs are a Site of Nature Conservation Interest. With its stunning views, Seawalls is one of the
most popular places for visitors, from Bristol and further afield, to begin their exploration of the Downs and
surrounding area.
The Avon Gorge & Downs Wildlife Project education programme was set up in September 2001 “to raise
awareness of the importance of the Avon Gorge and Downs and to create opportunities to enable people of all
ages and backgrounds to discover, learn more about and enjoy the wildlife and landscape of the site”. Since then,
our small team has directly engaged with almost 130,000 people.
We run:
- education sessions for schools, playschemes and uniformed groups
- guided walks and talks for community groups. These groups cater for a very varied audience, some being
hobby-focused (e.g. gardening groups, WIs, etc.), others have a community involvement, social or health
remit (e.g. Headway, which works with people recovering from brain injury and strokes; Man Alive! who
work with men suffering from depression or are at risk of isolation; and Bridges for Communities who
work with refugees and asylum seekers)
- a very popular programme of walks, talks, courses, family events and children’s holiday activities .
For people who want to explore the site at their own pace a range of leaflets and nature trails are available.
For such a well visited and important site it is vital that we have appropriate facilities on the Downs. The proposed
new facilities are essential to our educational offer in the following ways:
School groups – Each year we teach approximately 1,500 primary aged school children from across Bristol. One
third of our sessions take place in the Seawalls area of the Downs, and can only take place there because that’s
where the rare plants, goats, peregrines etc. that feature in the session are.
The proposals for the new facilities include an undercover space / Education Hub where we can teach children in
bad weather or to give them shade in the summer. We currently have no undercover teaching space on the
Downs, so if the weather is poor we have to cancel sessions and schools can lose money on booked coaches. An
undercover area will therefore enhance our educational offering. The Education Hub will also give us a space to
store resources and equipment that we use in the sessions.
Toilets are an essential part of education visits. New toilets are urgently needed and without them we will not be
able to continue offering education sessions on this part of the Downs (the toilets at the Zoo or Water Tower are
too far to walk to during the session time).
The ‘Your Downs’ initiative – In partnership with the Friends of the Downs and Avon Gorge (FOD+AG), the Downs
Supervisor, and Walking for Health we have developed and delivered the Your Downs initiative (a series of events
and activities to widen the range of people who visit and enjoy the site). Since 2013 we have worked with a wide
range of groups including vulnerable adults, under-represented groups and people with health conditions and
disabilities. The majority of our guided walks and activities with these groups begin at Seawalls as they focus on
the special wildlife of the Avon Gorge and this part of the Downs. The addition of a café in this location, where we

can begin or end walks, will mean that we can increase the wellbeing aspects of our community projects, giving
participants (especially those that are lonely and vulnerable) more time to interact.
For many of these participants, modern toilets which are close by and accessible are vital.
Public events programme and community events – During the year we run a public programme of walks, talks,
courses, children’s and family events. In addition, we also run events as part of city-wide initiatives such the
Bristol Walk Fest, Bristol Learning City, etc. Many of these walks currently start at Seawalls as they focus on the
special wildlife and landscape of the Avon Gorge and this part of the Downs. We would use the Education Hub to
run new events such as seasonal family drop-in events, plays and storytelling as well as family activities at
community events like Cycle Sunday (which takes place at Seawalls).
Star parties - Since the Downs became a Dark Sky Discovery Site in 2014 we have also run star gazing evenings on
the Downs in partnership with Friends of the Downs and Avon Gorge, Bristol Astronomical Society and Explorer
Dome. These events, which happen at Seawalls, are always exceedingly popular (typically around 100 people
book per event) and attract a different audience to those who usually take part in our wildlife-focused events.
They also appeal to people of all ages, many of whom haven’t been to the Downs before. As the events take place
in winter (we need clear skies to see the stars), it can be exceedingly cold. At the moment we offer hot
refreshments but do so in the open. The proposed new facilities would mean that we would have sheltered
conditions for refreshments and modern toilets.
Interpretation – The proposals for the new facilities include an interpretation space. We intend to use this for
displays about the special wildlife of the Avon Gorge and Downs and the work of the project; highlight up and
coming events, and promote the activities of Friends of the Downs and Avon Gorge. We would also mount
temporary art exhibitions produced by the community groups and schools that we work with. Our range of nature
trail leaflets would be available from the café so that visitors could pick up our bird, tree, lichen or seasonal family
trails and explore the wildlife of the Downs after enjoying lunch or a cup of coffee and cake.
Why we need two education hubs
Many of the activities and events run by the Project are centred either around Seawalls, or on Clifton Down and
Zoo Banks (the area of the Downs closest to the Zoo), and these are on opposite sides of the Downs. Because
there are different wildlife and habitats in the two areas we run unique activities in the two different locations.
Bristol Zoo Gardens is closing in September this year, but the intention is for Bristol Zoological Society to retain
the iconic entrance building and create a home for the Project in a new conservation hub which will also have a
café and exhibition space. This forms part of the planning application for the redevelopment of the site.
As Bristol Zoo Gardens and Seawalls are on opposite sides of the Downs (about one mile to walk, taking 30
minutes, or longer, for small children), it would be beneficial for the Project to have two ‘hubs’ to operate from
that are positioned close to each of these areas. The facilities in each of these are also rather different and lend
themselves to different types of events – the Clifton Conservation Hub for talks and courses, for example, that
need more indoor space; and the new Seawalls space for sessions and events that are more based outdoors and
focused on the wildlife and landscape in that area. For both locations we require supporting storage, toilets and
other facilities.
The proposed new facilities at Seawalls are vitally needed; they will enhance the education programme offering
and improve an area of the Downs which is currently in need of investment. In short, these are the sort of
facilities one would expect to see at such an important and well-used site. The Avon Gorge & Downs Wildlife
Project education staff roles are funded by the Downs Committee (along with Bristol Zoological Society and
others) and the fact that the building will now generate an income for the Downs will help to support this
financial commitment.
Mandy Leivers
Avon Gorge & Downs Biodiversity Education Manager

